Center for Ultrasound Education UME Curricular Flowchart 2018 - 2019

**M1**
- Image Acquisition
- Anatomy
  - Physical Diagnosis
- SP Imaging & Image Labeling
- Intro, Abdomen, Cardiac, MSK, Pelvis
- US Scanning Labs, Anatomic Correlation, US Practicum

**M2**
- Image Acquisition
- Physiology
  - Physical Diagnosis
- SP Imaging & Physiology Assessment
- Volume Assessment, Cardiopulmonary Hemodynamics, Physical Exam Correlation
- US Scanning Labs, PBL, Physical Diagnosis Small Group Learning, Real-life physiology learning

**M3**
- Image Acquisition & Image Interpretation
- Goal Oriented Patient Evaluation
- Patient Imaging & Anatomy / Path Assessment
- FM – AAA Screening / IVC Fluid Assessment; OB – Limited 3rd Trimester Assessment; IM – Heart Assessment; Surgery – FAST / GB

**M4**
- Image Acquisition & Image Interpretation & Clinical Integration
- US Adjunct Comprehensive Evaluation & Treatment
- Patient Evaluation & Treatment Guidance
- EM – Undifferentiated Patient Assessment (Shock); Critical Care – Assessment of Critically Ill Patient; *Ambulatory Med – Chief complaint assessment

*Red Font* denotes future goals
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